2014 CONGO SQUARE NEW WORLD RHYTHMS FESTIVAL: ART VENDORS

Abe Lavalais
Afrodity Productions LLC, Essence Thomas
Alan Zakem
Alluvial Atelier, Hillary Albins
Art of Sole Designs LLC, Helena Robinson
Baobab Tree Designs, Denise Collins
Bayousoap Co., William Terry
Beatrix "Soco" Ocampo
Benoit Gallery, Bryant Benoit
Bonnie Jean Miller Metalsmith
Bywater Silver Works, Miguel Maldonado
Clay Art by Annie Hendrix
Face Art by Jill Huber
Fit to be Tied, Annie Odell
Grace A Harris
Hourglass Productions, Nyssa Lyon
Jo Brown
Kim Welsh Cultural Photography
KREWE du optic, Stirling Barrett
Larry Valentine
Mosaic Bayou, Christine Leodux
Nola Potter, Jennifer Blanchard
Nolaswamp, Peter Boutte
Passion Lilie, Katie Schmidt
Positive Creations Fine Arts, Marcus Akinlana
Still Waters Jewelry, Eslie Taylor
Stone Creations by Colleen, Frank Andara
Trish Ransom, Trish Ransom
Wilfred Designs, Shirley Wilfred